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is proud to announce a brand new title: 

Feasts of Glory in East and West 

by 

Sr. Birute Arendarcikas, RSM 

Gloriously illustrated in full colour, this book will sit 
proudly on the shelf of any reader interested, not only in 
the mystery and beauty of Catholic religious art, but also 
in the ever increasing cross-cultural dialogue between 
the Eastern and Western Churches. Sister Birute has 
provided a beautiful display of art to illustrate the great 
Feasts of both the Eastern and Western Liturgical years. 
These are accompanied by Scripture texts and by 
excerpts from the great Christian writers. Because of its 

content and layout, this work will also make a valuable contribution to the discussion on and the 
pursuit of the reunification of East and West, or as Cardinal Suenens has said: 

In order to unite, we must first love one another. In order to love one another, we must first get to 
know one another. (Introduction, p5) 

ISBN: 978-0-99254-061-6    84 pages    HB   Was – $49.95 
Now – $45 

Catholic Theological College and University of Divinity invite you to the launch of 
Feasts of Glory: East and West 

by Very Rev. Denis Stanley EV, Episcopal Vicar for Ecumenical and Interfaith Relations 

The launch will be held at 
The Russian Orthodox Cathedral Hall of the Protection of the Most Holy Mother of God 

1-7 Albion Street, Brunswick East, Victoria 
on Tuesday 16th June at 12:30pm 
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Price of a coffee per month!   
That’s cheap… 

Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of Bartholomew (Bob) Augustine Santamaria: 
 

B.A. Santamaria: Your Most Obedient Servant: Selected Letters 1938 – 1996  
Edited by Patrick Morgan 
Bob Santamaria was involved in Australian public life from before World War II until his death in 1998. His letters 
reveal facets of his personality and activities that the public was not fully aware of in his lifetime. He began as an 
agent and champion of the Catholic Church, and was a key figure in Australian politics, namely the ALP-DLP 
Split in the 1950s. He also ran a lesser known anti-Communist Movement throughout Asia for decades, at the 
same time as his Australian Movement. The political activist and journalist Santamaria spent much of his last 

decades opposing the current activities of the Catholic Church. Spanning more than sixty years, this selection of letters to 
friends and members of the public reveals a person more subtle in his views than his public persona would suggest. 'Your Most 
Obedient Servant' is a rare glimpse into a mind that was preoccupied on a daily basis with world events and ideological 
controversies. 
ISBN: 978-0-52285-274-5     592 pages  HB  Was – $49.95 

Now – $45  
 

 
 
B.A. Santamaria: Running the Show: Selected Letters 1939 – 1996 
Edited by Patrick Morgan  
(Bob) Santamaria was perhaps the most controversial figure in recent Australian politics. Over his long, 
distinguished and influential career, writing was always a key part of his political activity—on every matter of 
importance to him he turned out exhaustive analyses and rejoinders. Running the Show features some of the 
many unpublished documents Santamaria produced during his six decades of continuous public activity. It 
includes: speeches, strategic papers, reports to his superiors, memos to politicians, positions papers, personal 
statements, aides-mémoire and political analyses. Running the Show brings together a selection of documents written by B.A. 
Santamaria, and throws new light on a number of crucial episodes in his career. In the poet James McAuley’s words, he ‘set a 
match against the age’s mind’. 
ISBN: 978-0-52285-497-8     520 pages   HB  Was – $59.95 

Now – $55 
 
 
  

 
 
 

For 70 Years Australia’s Independent News Magazine 
New Subscriptions to News Weekly – 50% off (24 issues) 

 
$40 for the first year (annually) (usually $80) 

or 
$3.95 each month for the first year (usually $7.90) 

 
To subscribe: 

Call: (03) 9816 0800 (News Weekly Reception) 
Email: nw@newsweekly.com.au 

 
* for the first year only

mailto:nw@newsweekly.com.au
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Stabat Mater 
Desmond Fisher 
The Stabat Mater is a favourite hymn of English-speaking Catholics. But what if these versions are not true to the 
original Latin? Who was the author anyway? After seven hundred years these and other questions about this 
much loved hymn remain unresolved. There have been many authors cited, but, the most likely candidate is: 
Jacopone da Todi. Here is his fascinating life story, and his creative work as one of the great Italian poets of the 
Middle Ages. All this played out against the background of the horrific events of the Black Death, and the 

subsequent pogrom that wiped out most of Europe’s Jews. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-862-5     176 pages     Was – $29.95 

Now – $25 
A Theology of Wonder: G.K. Chesterton’s Response to Nihilism 
Brian P. Gillen 
"At the back of our brains there is a forgotten blaze or burst of astonishment at our own existence. The object of 
artistic and spiritual life is to dig for that submerged sunrise of wonder." G. K. Chesterton.  
This new and engaging study shows how Chesterton's "theology of wonder" not only acts as a brilliant antidote to 
the philosophy of nihilism, but also provides us today with that element most lacking in modern thought, namely 
the astonished sense of gratitude and wonder at the mystery of existence, and the joyous recognition, in 
particular, at the marvel of being human. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-855-7     96 pages     Was – $23.95 

Now – $20 
Saint Therese of Lisieux and her Sisters 
Jennifer Moorcroft 
So much has been written about Saint Thérèse, can there be even more? Yes, because this book introduces us 
to  those who would describe themselves as ‘lesser souls’ compared to Thérèse, but who nevertheless put into 
practice her ‘Little Way’; those who were part of her life, both in her family and in the monastery.  In biographies 
of Thérèse those around her appear on the periphery, a background to the canvas on which Thérèse is 
painted.  But they are interesting in their own right, so varied in their personalities, ones who were touched by 

Thérèse and whose lives were changed by her, but who also played a part in her becoming the Saint she was. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-846-5     216 pages     Was – $29.95 

Now – $25 
Golden Treasury of Prayers 
Canon Francis J. Ripley 
Canon Francis J. Ripley was a much loved priest, whose numerous books and ministry of evangelization brought 
many to the Faith, and gave inspiration and encouragement to countless others. This volume of his prayers, first 
published and offered in thanksgiving for his Golden Jubilee of Priesthood and dedicated to the memory of his 
dearest friend Frank Duff and to the Legion of Mary that he founded, brings back to a general readership the 
fruits of a life time of reflection and praise. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-858-8     208 pages     Was – $29.95 

Now – $25 
St. Mary Magdalen in Provence: The Coffin and the Cave 
Michael Donely 
This book concentrates on the venerable tradition that links Mary to the heart of la Provence Verte and to the cave in the massif 
of Saint-Baume where she is said to have ended her days as a hermit, after helping evangelise the area. It also leads the reader 
to the coffin in the nearby town of Saint-Maximin-la-Sainte-Baume, which is said to contain her bones. These places have been 
a magnet for pilgrims for centuries and remain so today. Yet the tradition linking the coffin and the cave is hardly known in the 
English-speaking world. Here, in a quest both spiritual and historical, is its first full-length examination. Could there be any truth 
in it? 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-177-0     224 pages     Was – $29.95 

Now – $25   
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Being Still: Reflections on an Ancient Mystical Tradition  
Jean-Yves Leloup 
For more than fifteen hundred years Christianity has cultivated a rich and varied teaching on the practice of 
stillness and inner calm. Here we can find answers to the contemporary psychological struggle for inner peace. In 
a fresh and engaging reading of this ancient contemplative spirituality, Jean-Yves Leloup explores the writings of 
many spiritual masters from across the centuries. In particular he focuses on the Desert Fathers: the fourth-
century monk Evagrius, St. John Cassian, and the anonymous 19th-century author of The Way of the Pilgrim. 

Drawn from the experience of the monasteries of Sinai and Mount Athos, here is a clear and practical presentation of the 
spiritual art of arts: stillness in the face of interior pain and confusion. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-537-2        141 pages       Was – $27.99 

Now – $25 
The Desert Fathers: Saint Anthony And The Beginnings Of Monasticism   
Peter H. Gorg 
In the late third century, more and more people withdrew to the radical seclusion of the desert so as to live 
entirely for God under the direction of a spiritual father. Among these "Desert Fathers" one figure is especially 
preeminent: Saint Anthony the Hermit. This book starts with the hour when monasticism was born and 
describes the life of those revolutionary Christians who sought God in the Egyptian desert. The focus is the life 
and work of Saint Anthony. The second half of the book presents other Desert Fathers, such as: Paul of 
Thebes, Pachomius and Simeon Stylites, as well as the great founders of the monastic communities in Western Europe who 
were inspired by them: John Cassian, Columban and Benedict. 
ISBN: 978-1-58617-445-3     174 pages     Was – $33.90 

Now – $30 
The Desert Fathers: Sayings Of The Early Christian Monks  
The Desert Fathers were the first Christian monks, living in solitude in the deserts of Egypt, Palestine and Syria. 
In contrast to the formalized and official theology of the "Founding Fathers" of the Church, they were ordinary 
Christians who chose to renounce the world and live lives of celibacy, fasting, vigil, prayer and poverty in direct 
and simple response to the gospel. First recorded in the fourth century, their sayings—consisting of spiritual 
advice, anecdotes, parables, and reflections on life—influenced the rule of St. Benedict, set the pattern for 
Western monasticism, and have inspired centuries of ordinary Christians living ‘in the world’, poetry, opera and 

art. Organized around key themes: Charity, Fortitude, Lust, Patience, Prayer, Self-control and Visions. 
ISBN: 978-0-14044-731-6     240 pages      Was – $17.00 

Now – $15 
The Desert and the Market Place: The Letters, Journals and Writings of Ursula Fleming  
Edited by Anne Fleming 
In this collection of Ursula Fleming's writings, letters and private journals, we see the emergence of a spiritual 
thinker of rare practicality and originality. Her struggle to lead a life that did not shrink from engaging in the 
world, but which nonetheless looked beyond it, marks her out as an important role model for ordinary men and 
women who are themselves wrestling with the conflicting demands of the here and hereafter. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-289-0       232 pages    Was – $19.95 

Now – $15 
Charles De Foucauld   
Jean-Jacques Antier 
The popularity of Charles de Foucauld continues to spread around the globe. Unknown during his lifetime as a 
solitary monk in the Sahara Desert, and assassinated by bandits in 1916, this former French playboy had a 
radical conversion to Christ that compelled him to live a deeply ascetical religious life that has had a great impact 
on the world since his death. This definitive biography is the fruit of his exhaustive research on the writings and 
correspondence this “personality of fire". Illustrated. 

ISBN: 978-0-89870-756-4      359 pages      Was – $35.95 
Now – $30 
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Arthur Ransome was born in Leeds in 1884. He is most famous for his young adult series Swallows and Amazons - 
a real treasure! The 12 books in the series involve adventures by groups of children in the school holidays in 
England and Scotland between the two World Wars. For anyone – young or old – who loves adventure, the 
outdoors, the freedom to explore and, especially, to sail! Great fun and fully illustrated with interesting things like 
maps and semaphore messages! Easily read to children: ages 8 – 10. Independent reading: 11+ 
 
Previously Advertised: 
 
 
Book 1: Swallows and Amazons 
The beginning of a series of amazing outdoor adventures for a group of friends. 
ISBN: 978-0-09957-279-4     528 pages      $12.95 
 
 
Book 2: Swallowdale 
A ruined summer? No way! The discovery of a wonderful hidden valley and things begin to take a turn for the better for the 
Swallows and Amazons….. 
ISBN: 978-0-09957-282-4     640 pages      $12.95 
 
 
Book 3: Peter Duck 
Can the children race ahead and uncover the buried treasure before their pirate enemies do? Can they survive storms, 
earthquakes, crabs and even a waterspout and make it home? 
ISBN: 978-0-09957-364-7     608 pages      $12.95 
 
 
Book 4: Winter Holiday 
The D's – Dick and Dorothea, friends of the Swallows and Amazons – have disappeared on their sledges into the Arctic night! 
Disaster looms! Can the Swallows and Amazons save their friends? 
ISBN: 978-0-09957-365-4     512 pages      $12.95 
 
 
Book 5: Coot Club 
Can the D’s save a birds' nest from almost certain destruction? Will they avoid being caught by the awful Hullabaloos? Only 
some brave friends and quick thinking stands between them and disaster… 
ISBN: 978-0-09958-253-3     528 pages      $12.95 
 
 
Book 6: Pigeon Post  
(Winner of the first ever Carnegie Medal for Children’s Literature!) 
Using pigeons to carry messages, braving dangerous mines and fires, the Swallows, Amazons and the D's Mining Company 
must stake their claim for gold before their dreaded rival: Squashy Hat! 
ISBN: 978-0-09958-254-0     544 pages      $12.95 
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The Remainder of the Series: 
 
Book 7: We Didn’t Mean to Go to Sea 
The Swallows are staying on the Suffolk coast while they wait for their father to return home from China. But 
although the harbour is bursting with bobbing yachts, barges and steamers, this year there's no chance of any 
sailing for the landlocked Swallows. That is until they rescue young Jim Brading and his boat the Goblin from a 
sticky situation and to their delight are recruited as crew members. Their mother agrees they can go, on one 
condition – they absolutely must not sail out past Beach End Buoy and into the open sea… 

ISBN: 978-0-09958-939-6     512 pages      $12.95 
 
Book 8: Secret Water 
When the Walker family's holiday plans are ruined by their father having to work, the whole summer seems lost at 
sea. But a dull holiday for the children is too miserable to bear, so their parents hatch a plan. The Swallows are to 
be marooned on an island with only a blank map and a little sailing dinghy. Their task? To explore and chart the 
area, avoid the endless mud and survive. And what do they discover? Well, they might not be as alone as they 
first thought… 
ISBN: 978-0-09958-936-5     544 pages      $12.95 

 
Book 9: The Big Six 
When Dick and Dorothea arrive in the Norfolk Broads all set for a blissful summer on the river, they find their 
friends the Death and Glories in a very bad situation. Accused of setting boats adrift, sabotage and theft, the 
boys are under suspicion by everyone on the river. And in the meantime, the real culprits are still at large! 
There's no choice but to form a crime-busting team: The Big Six. As the evidence stacks against the boys, can 
they solve the mystery and trap the real criminals? 

ISBN: 978-0-09958-935-8     544 pages      $12.95 
 
Book 10: Missee Lee 
The Swallows, Amazons and Captain Flint are sailing for China! They are on a round-the-world voyage aboard 
the Wild Cat and it's been plain sailing for a hundred ports. But when Gibber, the ship's monkey, accidentally 
sinks their faithful boat, things take a serious turn for the worse! Separated, captured, miles from home, the 
Swallows and Amazons are about to meet their fate and the pirate who holds it: the legendary Missee Lee... 
ISBN: 978-0-09958-942-6     512 pages      $12.95 

 
Book 11: The Picts and the Martyrs (or Not Welcome At All) 
The Ds can't wait to go and stay with Nancy and Peggy in the Lake District during the summer holidays. But 
when the Amazons' dreadful Great Aunt invites herself to stay too, the summer is threatened with dullness! 
Staying indoors and reading poetry is not what the Amazons had in mind! To save the Ds from the same fate, 
they organize for them to stay in the Dogs' Home, a tumble-down hut in the woods. As long as no one discovers 
they're there, they can sail all summer long... 

ISBN: 978-0-09958-937-2     496 pages      $14.95 
 
Book 12: Great Northern? 
Flat on his front, binoculars to his eyes, alone at dusk, Dick makes a remarkable discovery: two rare birds, never 
before seen in the British Isles! Captain Flint and his crew decide to consult an expert to confirm the discovery. 
But when the man they ask turns out to have his collector's eye on the birds' eggs, not to mention skins, an 
enjoyable voyage around the Outer Hebrides becomes a desperate race to save the birds, and themselves… 
ISBN: 978-0-09958-938-9     528 pages      $14.95
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The Complete Adventures of Blinky Bill 
Dorothy Wall 
Blinky Bill, the mischievous little koala, has been a favourite with children since his first appearance in 1933. His 
shenanigans at Miss Pym’s shop and in Farmer Smifkins’s vegie patch quickly earned him a devoted following. 
Blinky Bill Grows Up and Blinky Bill and Nutsy followed in 1935 and 1938, and the three stories were first 

combined in an omnibus edition in 1939. The original illustrations have been re-scanned, creating a stunning version of this well-
loved omnibus classic. 
ISBN: 978-0-73228-434-3     396 pages  HB Ages 8-10 $39.95 
 
 
A Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales  
The Brothers Grimm 
Originally titled Children's and Household Tales, The Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales contains the essential 
bedtime stories for children. 2012 marked the 200th anniversary of Grimm's Fairy Tales, and what better way to 
celebrate than to include all 211 stories into this Knickerbocker Classic Series? Featuring all your favourite 
classics, including:  Hansel and Gretel, Cinderella, The Frog Prince, Rapunzel, Snow Whit, Rumpelstiltskin and 
dozens more.  This book is also illustrated in colour and black and white.  
ISBN: 978-0-39470-930-7     880 pages  HB Age 5  $32.95 
 

 
The Fairy Tales of Hans Christian Andersen 
Noel Daniel  
Presented here are the most famous Andersen stories, including: The Snow Queen, The Princess and the Pea, 
The Little Mermaid, Thumbelina, The Emperor’s New Clothes, The Brave Tin Soldier, The Swineherd, The Ugly 
Duckling, The Nightingale and more! Beautifully illustrated.   

ISBN: 978-3-83652-675-3       320 pages  HB Ages 5+ $59.95 
 
 
Fairy Tales Gift Set 
Various Authors 
The set contains five story books in a beautifully designed gift box. Each hardback book is colourfully illustrated 
and has a ribbon page marker. The Gift Set includes:  The Emperor's New Clothes, The Billy Goats Gruff, Puss 
in Boots, Aladdin and his Magical Lamp and The Little Mermaid. 
ISBN: 978-1-40956-383-9     240 pages   HB Ages 5-8 $29.95 
 

 
Illustrated Classics – Robinson Crusoe & Other Stories 
Various Authors 
A selection of classic stories of action, adventure and daring that children will want to read again and again. 
Stories include: Moonfleet, Around the World in 80 Days, Gulliver, Robin Hood, The Canterville Ghost and 
Robinson Crusoe. Each story is brilliantly illustrated.    

ISBN: 978-1-40958-657-9     384 pages  HB Ages 8-11 $29.95 
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Milly-Molly-Mandy Storybook 
Joyce Lankester Brisley 
Foreword by Shirley Hughes 
The stories of Milly-Molly-Mandy and her friends have charmed generations of children since their first 
publication in 1925. Perfect for reading aloud, these twenty-one stories will bring back happy memories for 
parents and grandparents and introduce younger readers to an enduringly popular heroine and her friends: 
Little-Friend-Susan and Billy Blunt. Gloriously illustrated with the author's original line drawings and with a ribbon 
marker, this beautiful hardback edition of The Milly-Molly-Mandy Storybook is a truly special gift to treasure. 

ISBN: 978-1-44727-306-6     240 pages  HB Ages 8-10 $19.95 
 

A Bear Called Paddington (Gift Edition) 
Michael Bond 
Unabridged and illustrated in glorious full-colour throughout, this exquisite gift edition of the original story of 
Paddington, the classic bear from Darkest Peru, is truly to be treasured! Paddington Bear had travelled all the 
way from Darkest Peru, when the Brown family first met him on Paddington station. Since then their lives have 
never been quite the same...for ordinary things become quite extraordinary when a bear called Paddington is 
involved. 
ISBN: 978-0-00752-862-2     144 pages  HB Ages 8-10 $24.95 
 

Paddington At Large 
Michael Bond 
“Even Paddington can't come to much harm in half an hour”, said Mrs Brown optimistically. 
 But he can manage a lot of other things in even less time - like hanging Mr Curry's lawnmower from a tree-top, 
or coming up through the bandstand floor during the 'Surprise Symphony'. Then Paddington has a sticky time of 
it making toffee in Mrs Bird's kitchen, and an even stickier time explaining what went wrong. And who else but 
Paddington could set Father Christmas's beard on fire? 

ISBN: 978-0-00675-363-6     144 pages   Ages 8-10 $12.95 
 
Paddington Helps Out 
Michael Bond 
“Oh dear”, said Paddington, as everyone turned to look at him accusingly. “I'm in trouble again!” 
Somehow trouble comes naturally to Paddington! What other bear could upset the whole cinema by standing on 
his seat to boo the 'bad guy' in the cowboy film? Or drip ice-cream on the people down below? Or flood the 
launderette and saw Mr Curry's kitchen into little pieces? Only Paddington! But when Paddington's head is so full 
of ideas, some things are bound to go wrong! 
ISBN: 978-0-00675-344-5     144 pages   Ages 8-10 $12.95 

 
Paddington on Top 
Michael Bond 
Up until now, Paddington has managed to avoid school. But the Inspector himself catches up with him and packs 
him off. After one day, even the teacher wonders whether there is anything he can teach a certain bear from 
Darkest Peru! And when it comes to dancing the rumba, Paddington, as always, takes the cake! This 
unforgettable bear is as trouble-prone and funny as ever! 

ISBN: 978-0-00675-377-3     144 pages   Ages 8-10 $12.95 
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Introducing the one and only Mr. Men and Little Miss series!! 
 
Mr. Nobody 
Roger Hargreaves 
Mr. Nobody is completely see through. That's because he is a nobody.  Mr. Nobody meets Mr. Happy one day 
who starts to make Mr. Nobody feel like a somebody. Everybody's a somebody he tells him! 

ISBN: 978-1-40527-447-0    36 pages     $4.95 
 
Mr. Messy 
Roger Hargreaves 
Mr. Messy really is very messy! But he doesn't mind at all. In fact, he rather likes it! He once had a bath but only 
made up for it the next day by getting even more untidy and messy! 
ISBN: 978-1-40527-450-0    36 pages     $4.95 

 
Mr. Tall 
Roger Hargreaves 
Mr. Tall sometimes gets upset because his legs are so long! He towers far above all of his friends, sometimes 
he doesn't even see them! 

ISBN: 978-1-40527-480-7    36 pages     $4.95 
 
Mr. Sneeze 
Roger Hargreaves 
Mr. Sneeze comes from a town called Coldland where it is very cold. Everyone there has a red nose! Even the 
cats and dogs! It's so cold! Mr. Sneeze just can't stop sneezing and sneezes about 250 times a day. Atishoo!!  
ISBN: 978-1-40527-465-4    36 pages     $4.95 
 

Mr. Strong 
Roger Hargreaves 
Mr. Strong is extraordinarily strong! Almost like a super hero! But, he is very modest and doesn't always know 
his own strength! 

ISBN: 978-1-40527-461-6    36 pages     $4.95 
 
Mr. Daydream 
Roger Hargreaves 
Mr. Daydream is always flying off into the clouds in search of an adventure on his big yellow bird. Maybe that's 
why he's shaped like a cloud! 
ISBN: 978-1-40527-452-4    36 pages     $4.95 

 
Mr. Mischief 
Roger Hargreaves 
Mr. Mischief is always playing tricks on people! One day a wizard gives him a taste of his own medicine! Can 
you imagine what happens? 

ISBN: 978-1-40527-489-0    36 pages     $4.95 
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Little Miss Fickle 
Roger Hargreaves 
Little Miss Fickle just can't make her mind up about anything! Little Miss Fickle isn't very good at making 
decisions at all, it takes her three days to decide if she wants sugar in her tea! 

ISBN: 978-1-40527-433-3    32 pages     $4.95 
 
 
 
Little Miss Busy 
Roger Hargreaves 
Little Miss Busy is so busy that she gets up at 3am in the morning! A sleep in would be a nightmare for Little 
Miss Busy because there's just so much to do! Her favourite activities are housework, housework and more 
housework! 
ISBN: 978-1-40527-413-5    32 pages     $4.95 
 
 

 
Little Miss Bossy 
Roger Hargreaves 
Little Miss Bossy is very bossy! She is often in the centre of things telling people what to do, and she doesn't 
always say it nicely. Some may call her rude, but she is just a complete bossy boots! 

ISBN: 978-1-40527-442-5    32 pages     $4.95 
 
 
 
Little Miss Sunshine 
Roger Hargreaves 
Always cheerful and bright, she tries to cheer up everyone around her and is everyone's best friend.  
ISBN: 978-1-40527-421-0    32 pages     $4.95 
 
 

 
Little Miss Stubborn 
Roger Hargreaves 
Little Miss Stubborn doesn't listen to anyone! People are always trying to help her by giving her advice, but she 
doesn't listen to any of it! Not one bit. In fact, if you tell her not to do something, she'll probably do the exact 
opposite, just to be stubborn!  

ISBN: 978-1-40527-431-9    32 pages     $4.95
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Paul Haffner is a priest of the diocese of Portsmouth in England. Having first gained a degree in physics at Oxford, 
he went on to study philosophy and theology, gaining the Degree in Sacred Theology at the Pontifical Gregorian 
University Rome in 1987. He now lectures in systematic and dogmatic theology in Rome at the Pontifical Gregorian 
University, the Pontifical Lateran University Athenaeum Regina Apostolorum. Because of Father Haffner’s clear 
writing style, the reader of any of his books is able to successfully navigate through what would normally be difficult 
to understand topics.  
 
New to Freedom Publishing: 
 

The Tiara and the Test Tube: The Pope and Science from the Medieval Period to the Present 
A popular myth put about by secularists is that between the Church and science the relationship has been, and 
continues to be, a stormy one.  Nothing could in fact be further from the truth.  An analysis of historical data 
shows that modern science developed in the Medieval period against a background of Christian faith in the 
creation.  Pope Sylvester II was a brilliant mathematician whose discoveries led to the number system we use 
today.  Pope Innocent III founded a hospital in Rome which was the basis for the modern city hospital system 
world-wide.  The civil calendar in use today owes its existence to Pope Gregory XIII.  The Pontifical Academy of 

Sciences and the Vatican Observatory are both highly respected institutions which continue to contribute to scientific progress. 
Paul Haffner also shows how four modern Popes have contributed in a special way to the dialogue between faith and science. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-860-1     300 pages     Was – $45.97 

Now – $40 
Previously advertised by Freedom Publishing: 
 
The Mystery of Creation  
Touches on many well-worn issues of interest to the Christian, including creation out of nothing, the beginning of the world, man 
and woman and original sin, but also covers topics of current interest like the world of spirits, evolution the problem of evil, 
animals, ecological issues and feminism.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-316-3     224 pages     Was – $39.00 

Now – $35 
The Mystery of Reason  
Investigates the attempts of human though searching for God. Examines the classical proofs of God’s existence, and depicts 
how the Christian Faith is reasonable, and neither blind nor naked. Responds well to John Paul II’s great encyclical Fideo et 
Ratio.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-538-9     285 pages     Was – $39.95 

Now – $35 
The Sacramental Mystery  
The seven Sacraments lie at the centre of Christian life and experience, for here the Trinity touches our lives and hearts, and we 
are reconciled to the Father through the Son, by the power of the Holy Spirit. Examines each Sacrament in turn, regarding such 
issues as the Priest, recipient and the effects of these sacred mysteries. Also explores how new ecumenical questions affect 
Christian sacramental understanding.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-476-4     233 pages     Was – $33.00 

Now – $30  
The Mystery of Mary  
Our Lady stands at the heart of the Christian Tradition. Over the centuries, much has been written about the Mother of God, so 
much so, that a careful study of Our Lady in the Church’s teachings seems a daunting task. Here Father Haffner outlines what 
constitutes Mariology and examines from theological and scriptural points of view, each of the fundamental Doctrines of the 
Church regarding Our Lady.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-650-8     285 pages     Was – $39.95 

Now – $35 
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Scripture and Tradition: Yves Congar, O.P.’S Theology of Revelation & Critique of the Protestant Principle of 
Sola Scriptura 
Patrick Madrid 
This work explores in scholarly depth, areas relevant to the issue of Catholic-Protestant relations and the possibility of 
unification. Madrid does this, by analysing the work of one of the greats of 20th Century theology: Fr. Yves Congar. This 
comprehensive work will be of great value to all who are interested in Ecumenism.  
ISBN: 978-0-97756-995-3     145 pages  HB   Was – $29.95 

Now – $18 
The Church of the Fathers  
Blessed John Henry Newman 
Newman’s work contains some of his earliest writings on 4th century Christianity. Here, he draws parallels between the dire 
situation facing the Church in the fourth century and the Anglican Church in his day. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-447-4     679 pages     Was – $64.95  

Now – $39 
The Catholic Priest: Image of Christ: Through Fifteen Centuries of Art   
Steen Heidemann 
There are many marvellous paintings contained in this beautiful coffee table book, accompanied by informative explanations of 
the various aspects of the Priesthood depicted. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-178-7     320 pages     Was – $120.00 

Now – $72 
The Inklings of Heaven  
Sean Connolly 
An in-depth study of Lewis’ ideas on the principles of eschatology. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-659-1     324 pages     Was – $49.95 

Now – $30 
A Passion for Justice: A Practical Guide to the Code of Canon Law  
G. J. Woodall 
This book seeks to root the Church's law in the values of the Gospel, in particular in the justice which should guide the lives of 
those called to follow Christ, and root it in the baptism by which they are incorporated into him and into his Church.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-478-8     616 pages     Was – $75.00 

Now – $45 
Novum Testamentum – New Testament 
The Douay-Rheims translation of the New Testament (in old fashioned language, e.g. thou). 
ISBN: 978-1-93027-865-3    546 pages     Was – $79.00  

Now – $47 
Values in a Time of Upheaval  
Pope Emeritus Benedict XVI 
A passionate defence of the role traditional Judeo-Christian values should play in a pluralistic society and a multicultural world. 
Benedict examines such crucial contemporary issues as: the moral foundations of a free society, the role of spiritual values in 
promoting human rights, current challenges to Western culture and the place of Faith and love of God in finding true peace.  
ISBN: 978-1-58617-140-7     172 pages     Was – $39.95  

Now – $24
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Lessons in a Rose Garden  
Fr. Aidan Nichols, O.P. 
Aidan Nichols attempts something not done by Catholic writers for several centuries.  He revives the once classical approach to 
the Rosary which takes various ‘mysteries’ of this popular Roman Catholic prayer-form as a starting point for a wide-ranging 
exploration of theological as well as spiritual themes.  Each mystery is introduced with a glorious colour plate. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-790-1     392 pages     Was – $54.95  

Now – $33 
The Wedding Present  
Margaret Long 
A compendium of Orthodox spirituality to give support during the trails and joys of life’s journey. With material from other 
Christian traditions illuminated by an Orthodox context.   
ISBN: 978-0-85244-526-6     224 pages     Was – $50.95  

Now – $31 
The History of the Catholic Church  
James Hitchcock 
The Catholic Church is the longest-enduring institution in the world. Beginning with the first Christians and continuing in our 
present day, the Church has been planted in every nation on Earth. The teachings and redemptive works of Jesus as told in the 
Gospels are expressed by the Church in a coherent and consistent body of doctrine, the likes of which cannot be found in any 
other Christian body. This ambitious work is comprehensive in its scope and in incisive in its understanding. 
ISBN: 978-1-58617-664-8     900 pages     Was – $58.90  

Now – $35  
Mothering Matters  
Dr Peter Cook  
In Mothering Matters, Cook draws on over half a century of thinking and learning about human infants and their mothers and 
fathers.   
ISBN: 978-0-97756-993-9     205 pages      Was – $24.95  

Now – $15 
Bread of Life  
Fr. Martin Edwards  
A combined textbook and workbook for children, preparing them for Confession and Communion in a traditional way. Beautifully 
illustrated.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-121-3     66 pages      Was – $20.00  

Now – $12 
Festa Pascalia: A History of the Holy Week Liturgy in the Roman Rite  
P.J. Goddard  
This book provides the first comprehensive history in English for 80 years of the origins and development of the Holy Week 
Liturgy in the Roman Rite, from the time of the Apostles to the liturgical reforms of 1970.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-764-2     352 pages      Was – $40.00  

Now – $24 
Light of the World: The Pope, the Church, and the Signs of the Times  
Peter Seewald  
Taken from a week-long series of interviews with veteran journalist Peter Seewald, this book tackles head-on some of the 
greatest issues facing the world of our time. 
ISBN: 978-1-58617-606-8     200 pages      Was – $19.95  

Now – $12
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Advancing the Culture of Death: Euthanasia and Physician Assisted Suicide  
Fr. Peter Tran  
A thorough analysis of the contemporary debates surrounding this subject and the response to the call for euthanasia from 
Catholic moral teaching. A very clear presentation of the pros and cons.  
ISBN: 978-0-97756-990-8     294 pages      Was – $20.00  

Now – $10 
Civilization of Love  
William Newton  
This book guides the reader through the major themes of Catholic social teaching by drawing directly upon the primary sources 
of this teaching, in particular, the social encyclicals of the Popes from Leo XII to Benedict XVI.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-761-1     280 pages      Was – $30.00  

Now – $18 
Companion to Catholic Education  
This reader introduces the key theological themes of Catholic Religious Education today, providing an appropriate core text for 
those undertaking study to teach in Catholic schools. Describes the British Education System, but relevant for the Australian 
situation.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-757-4     252 pages      Was – $30.00  

Now – $18 
Why Catholics are Right  
Michael Coren  
Examines critical aspects of Catholicism as they are encountered, understood and, more importantly, misunderstood today.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-784-0     240 pages      Was – $35.00   

Now – $21 
A Concise Companion and Commentary for the Catechism of the Catholic Church 
Fr. James Tolhurst. 
In this useful book Fr James Tolhurst provides an exposition of the Catechism, supplemented by a wealth of information and an 
extensive prayer section which is intended to aid reflection on the teaching of the Catechism itself. Also included is a thematic 
preface which lays out the major concepts contained in the work, a full index and extensive cross references to other Church 
documents.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-253-1        218 pages     Was – $24.95  

Now – $15 
The Biblical Search for the Church Christ Founded  
Linus F. Clovis  
This book details how the Church that Our Lord founded is clearly identifiable from Scripture, and also indicates the means to 
recognize her from among the numerous claimants that exist.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-771-0     204 pages      Was – $30.00  

Now – $18 
Pope Benedict XVI and the Liturgy 
Dr. Anselm Gribbin 
This book examines the liturgical theology of Pope Benedict XVI in his magisterial teachings and writings, particularly in the 
post-synodal exhortation Sacramentum Caritatis, the motu proprio Summorum Pontificum, and The Spirit of the Liturgy. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-755-0      252 pages     Was – $35.00  

Now – $20 
Blessed John Henry Newman 
Sr K. Dietz & Sr M. Dechant 
This book is filled will illustrations, photos and text which bring Newman to life.    
ISBN: 978-0-85244-724-6     160 pages     Was – $29.95 
             Now – $20
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In The Footsteps of Joseph Ratzinger 
Alessandra Borghese 
An absolutely beautiful biography of a loving man. Warm, engaging and profusely illustrated with photos. 
ISBN: 978-1-87121-781-0     128 pages     Was – $23.95  

Now – $14 
Council in Question  
Moyra Doorly and Fr. Aidan Nichols, O.P.  
A dialogue between a Pius X follower (Doorly) and a proponent of the post-Conciliar Church (Fr. Nichols) concerning the 
Second Vatican Council. A fascinating exchange.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-765-9     97 pages      Was – $20.00  

Now – $12 
Culture and Abortion 
Edward Short  
A series of essays in which Short explains how culture can stifle our ability to discern good from evil.  
ISBN: 978-1-78182-990-5     277 pages      Was – $30.00  

Now – $18  
The Church and the World  
John Haldane  
A series of essays in which the author explores the state of the Catholic Church in modern times. Very readable.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-588-4     215 pages      Was – $30.00  

Now – $18  
Christianity in Iraq (Revised)  
Suha Rassam  
A very readable of the account of Christianity in the Middle East and the plight of believers. Updated to cover the situation to 
and including 2010. A must for anyone concerned with this dire situation.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-738-3     265 pages      Was – $30.00  

Now – $18 
The Campion Society and Catholic Social Militancy in Australia 1929-1939 
Colin H. Jory 
Foreword by Manning Clark 
The short-lived Campion Society was one of the most extraordinary intellectual movements to arise between the wars, in order 
to: “advance social justice, stem resurgent paganism and revivify Christianity as a cultural force”. 
ISBN: 978-0-95907-100-9      161 pages   HB  Was – $15.00 
             Now – $10 
The Pope Benedict Code 
Joanna Bogle 
In this book we meet the man who was St Peter's successor, read what he actually said and discover the way he thinks and 
acts.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-658-4     108 pages     Was – $19.95  

Now – $12 
Travels with My Brother 
Fr. Richard Shortall, S.J.  
The story of the journey of the relic of St. Francis Xavier around Australia in 2010. 
ISBN: 978-0-97756-997-7     76 pages     Was – $19.95  

Now – $12 
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Lost 
Michael Gilchrist 
Describes the serious and worsening crisis of faith in the Australian Catholic Church. Published in 19  , but still relevant.  
ISBN: 978-0-97756-991-5      200 pages    HB   Was – $32.95  

Now – $20 
Edmund Campion 
Richard Simpson 
This has been termed the definitive biography of the great Saint of the English Reformation. It is the revised edition (Fr. Peter 
Joseph, editor) with a foreword by Cardinal George Pell. A must for any Church history bookshelf.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-734-5      687 pages    HB  Was – $60.00  

Now – $40 
Engaged to be Married 
Edited by Joanna Bogle 
Compiled by the Association of Catholic Women to assist those preparing for the Sacrament of Marriage.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-497-9     99 pages     Was – $19.95  

Now – $12 
Behold God's Son 
Cardinal Christoph Schoenborn 
Contains the Cardinal’s reflections on the Gospel readings in the Year of St. Mark. 
ISBN: 978-1-58617-177-3      238 pages     Was – $29.00  

Now – $17 
Elizabeth Hayes 
Pauline J. Shaw 
Elizabeth Hayes (1823-94) was a woman whose personal life and achievements are of significance in both British and American 
religious, social and literary history. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-209-8       344 pages      Was – $43.95  

Now – $16 
Meaninglessness 
Dr. Michael Casey 
Casey analyses the solutions that Nietzsche, Freud and Rorty provide for meaninglessness, and the new world they would bring 
into being. Far from being a futuristic fantasy, it may well be the emerging culture of the present. 
ISBN: 978-0-95786-821-2     150 pages     Was – $33.00  

Now – $20 
Faith and Fidelity  
Fr. Anthony Meredith, S.J.  
A collection of sermons and writings for parish newsletters by Fr. Meredith. Father tackles such issues as: Take Up Thy Cross, 
Doing the Will of God and Self-Control.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-391-0     202 pages      Was – $22.00  

Now – $13 
Carmelite Way: An Ancient Path for Today’s Pilgrim 
John Welch 
An introduction to Carmelite spirituality that focuses on two major moments in the Carmelite tradition: the beginnings of the 
Carmelite Order and the reform of the order by Teresa of Avila. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-311-8     192 pages     Was – $24.00  

Now – $14 
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Collected Poems of Therese 
Translated by Alan Bancroft 
Here, for the first time ever, are English translations of seventy-two of the Saint’s poems, more than in any previously published 
book. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-547-1     284 pages     Was – $33.00  

Now – $20 
Restoring the Anglican Mind 
Arthur Middleton 
Deals with the Anglican crisis and calls for a return to the roots and prescriptive sources of Anglicanism. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-695-9     101 pages      Was – $24.00  

Now – $14 
Fourth Secret of Fatima 
Antonio Socci 
This fascinating inquiry into the theories and the truths of the most disconcerting mystery of the 20th Century was a huge best-
seller in Europe. 
ISBN: 978-1-93027-877-6     256 pages     Was – $19.90  

Now – $12 
Stairway to Upper Room: Volume 1  
Ronald Walls  
This book is designed to help us meditate systematically and with perseverance upon the Lord who is presented to us in the 
Scriptures.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-565-5     155 pages      Was – $22.00  

Now – $13 
Fr Werenfried – A Life 
Joanna Bogle 
The biography of the founder of Aid to the Church in Need.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-479-5     151 pages      Was – $29.95  

Now – $18 
Mary: Catholic-Evangelical Debate 
Dwight Longenecker and David Gustafson 
A very lively debate that draws on both Scripture and Tradition. Find out the source of our most treasured Marian beliefs and 
dogmas. Enlightening!  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-582-2     240 pages      Was – $24.95  

Now – $15 
Mystics in the Making 
Carolyn Humphreys 
This book will help Catholic women (and men) to live the teachings of Christ and His Church in their daily activities. What is 
seemingly ordinary serves an extraordinary purpose when illuminated by God's light and love.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-780-2       204 pages     Was – $24.95  

Now – $15 
Sacramental Mystery  
Fr. Paul Haffner, O.P. 
Examines each Sacrament in turn, regarding such issues as the Priest, recipient and the effects of these sacred mysteries.   
ISBN: 978-0-85244-476-4     233 pages      Was – $33.00  

Now – $20
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Seven Bells to Bethlehem: The ‘O’ Antiphons of Advent 
Oliver Treanor 
A biblical exploration of each Antiphon that also draws on the spiritual tradition of the Fathers and the teachings of Vatican II. 
The reader will be led to the deep sources of meditation that lie within the texts. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-329-3     144 pages     Was – $24.00  

Now – $14 
Royal Road to Joy 
Fr. David Bird  
Contains two commentaries: one on the Beatitudes and the other on the Mass, which make clear the intimate connection 
between the spirituality of the Beatitudes and the Eucharistic celebration. Dom David draws from 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-573-0     320 pages     Was – $33.00  

Now – $20 
Path To Rome (Revised Edition)  
Edited by Dwight Longnecker and Cyprian Blamires  
Foreword by Vice-Admiral John Poindexter  
This new edition re-groups the established stories of conversion to the Catholic Church and gathers a fresh collection from a 
wider range of contributors.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-729-1     420 pages      Was – $39.00  

Now – $24 
Psalms in Haiku 
Richard Gwyn 
This is a marvellous book in that it introduces the Psalms in a new and a simple way. Highly recommended. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-353-8     184 pages     Was – $19.95  

Now – $12 
Catholic Assembly Book 
Fr. James Tolhurst 
This resource book is for teachers and leaders of groups, as well as for those who wish to enliven their own private prayer. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-357-6     144 pages     Was – $19.95  

Now – $12  
Come Lord Jesus 
Fr. James Tolhurst. 
These reflections are wonderful starting points to a deeper understanding of our Faith. They are supported by both Church 
teachings and the writings of the Saints.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-020-9     82 pages      Was – $19.95 

             Now – $12 
Feast of Faith 
Joseph Cardinal Ratzinger 
Sets out to answer one basic question: How can we pray and praise God as we should? This timeless book provides enduring 
and inspirational insights regarding Divine Worship and the Sacred Liturgy. 
ISBN: 978-0-89870-056-5    175 pages     Was – $24.95  

Now – $15 
St Benedict and St Therese 
Fr. Dwight Longenecker 
Explores the lives and writings of the two Saints, and in them finds the wisdom of age and the innocence of childhood.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-521-1     224 pages     Was – $24.95  

Now – $15
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The Boundless God 
Adrienne Von Speyr 
In this meditation on the nature of the Lord, Adrienne Von Speyr’s mystical erudition is implemented to great 
effect, allowing the reader to glimpse a view of God that many lack.  
ISBN: 978-0-89870-996-4     155 pages     Was – $25.95  

Now – $16 
Adventures in Orthodoxy 
Fr. Dwight Longenecker 
Christians often find the Creed as tedious as a contract, and orthodoxy dull as dirt. But these lively pages, written for Christians 
and non-Christians alike, show that orthodoxy is exciting and the Creed the beginning of a grand, mysterious adventure! 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-406-1     170 pages     Was – $24.95  

Now – $15 
Clerical Celibacy in East and West 
Fr. Roman Cholij 
The declining numbers to the Catholic Priesthood has opened up the discussion on Catholic clerical celibacy. But as Father 
shows the reader, there is a solid basis for the doctrine of clerical celibacy, based on his rigorous examination of early Church 
legislation. It is not, he points out, a disciplinary matter that can be changed at will. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-1541      226 pages       Was – $37.50  

Now – $23 
Demons and Democrats 
Gavan Duffy 
This is a history of the Catholic Social Studies Movement (Movement) - later to become the National Civic Council - and its 
influence in the Australian Labor Party until it was forced out in 1955. 
ISBN: 978-0-95786-822-9     203 pages     Was – $27.95  

Now – $17 
Elusive Father Brown 
Julia Smith 
This is the biography of the Priest, upon whom Chesterton based his fictional Priest-detective, Fr. Brown. Fr. O’Connor, in fact, 
guided Chesterton along the path to Catholicism and received him into the Catholic Church.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-698-0     240 pages      Was – $30.00  

Now – $18 
Four Witnesses 
Rod Bennett 
This book is a journey of discovery of ancient and beautiful truths through the lives of four great saints of the  
Early Church—Clement of Rome, Ignatius of Antioch, Justin Martyr, and Irenaeus of Lyons. 
ISBN: 978-0-38540-966-7     114 pages     Was – $35.90  

Now – $22 
Via Dolorosa 
Florian Kolfhaus 
A meditation on the Way of the Cross.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-830-4     72 pages     Was – $19.95  

Now – $12 
What Were The Crusades? 
Johnathon Riley-Smith 
This is indeed an indispensable short introduction to a vast subject. 
ISBN: 978-0-89870-954-4     128 pages     Was – $25.90  

Now – $16
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The Christmas Collection 
George Every 
An anthology of poems by George Every, the Catholic convert. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-555-6     101 pages      Was – $19.95 
             Now – $10 
 
Listen My Son: St. Benedict for Fathers 
Dwight Longenecker 
Ideals for fathers in times when the family is breaking down and the role of the father is changing. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-463-4       287 pages      Was – $24.95 
             Now – $15 
The Practical Preacher 
Paul Edwards 
An excellent guide for anyone wanting to become a preacher or public speaker. 
ISBN: 978-0-85244-241-8      329 pages      Was – $19.95  

Now – $12 
Fatima Handbook 
Leo Madigan 
Includes everything that a pilgrim to Fatima might need, such as: Portuguese/English phrases and words, the Mass of Our Lady 
of Fatima in English and much more.  
ISBN: 978-0-85244-532-7     244 pages      Was – $22.00  

Now – $13 
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The Right Way, The Wrong Way and the Railway: Great Victorian Railway Stories 
Nick Anchen 
The Right Way, the Wrong Way and the Railway takes a real 'warts and all' look at the Victorian 
Railways. Eight years in the making, this book abounds in history, humour, railway stuff-ups and the 
typical stupidity which often went with The Job. From the mysteries of safeworking to suburban 
shenanigans, from close shaves to the downright bizarre, this book has it all – right across the state – 
from the 1920s through to the 1980s. From the memories of 50 railwaymen and women, this book is 
'The Good, The Bad and The Ugly' of the Victorian Railways! 

ISBN:  978-0-9807640-9-3   162 pages    $35.00 
 
Life on Australian Locomotives 
David Barnett 
What was it like to drive a steam locomotive? This book tells the ups and downs, mishaps and 
triumphs of life on the footplate. The author worked as first a trainee then as an engineman fireman on 
the footplates of locomotives in Western Victoria in the 60s at a time when bumper wheat harvests 
saw trains carrying tons of grain through Ararat for shipping overseas. A variety of locomotives were in 
use. We hear how some performed magnificently, a few sluggish and recalcitrant, requiring every 
ounce of skill and perseverance of the engineman to keep the wheels turning. A limited number of 
passenger trains also saw steam haulage. The drama and adventure of running these engines is described in graphic 
and gritty detail by one whose task was keeping the water boiling and the steam gauge needle on the mark. All this is set 
against a background of thudding air compressors, chime whistles and staccato exhausts, as well as the occasional 
whine of a diesel electric’s dynamic brake, making this a truly exhilarating picture of Life on Australian Locomotives. 
ISBN: 978-1-92507-852-7    208 pages    $34.95 
 

Destination Waterfront City: A Guide to Melbourne’s Trams 
Randall Wilson and Dale Budd 
The essential handbook for all those interested in Melbourne’s trams, Destination Waterfront 
City provides detailed technical and pictorial coverage of the city’s current tram fleet, from 
the current in service W class trams to the new E class. It also includes colourful 
photographs, diagrams and authoritative information on other information about the largest 

tram network in the world. It also includes up to date track maps of Melbourne’s tram network. 
ISBN: 978-0-90945-925-3    80 pages    $59.95 
 
High Speed Trains 
Peter Clark 
Ever since Japan introduced their Shinkansen trains, commonly called the Bullet Trains, in 
the 1960s, high speed rail has spread across Europe and Asia. From the TGV in France, to 
the HST in Great Britain, to the ICE in Germany, and the KTV in South Korea, and with 
operating speeds of just under 400km/h, high speed rail is a serious alternative to air travel. 
This book examines the history of high speed rail, and also looks at the problems faced and 
solutions found. It also looks at Australia’s attempts at high speed rail. It also has details of all the different approaches 
countries have taken to high speed rail – Japan, France, Britain, USA, Canada, Germany, Russia, Sweden, Italy, Czech 
Republic, Slovakia, Austria, Switzerland, Spain, China, South Korea, Taiwan and Australia. 
ISBN:  978-1-92171-908-0   192 pages  HB  $39.95 
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Skin Care Products 
Cleansing Cream (60g)        $10.55 
Crème of Roses (50ml)        $6.05 
Rosedew Hand Lotion (125ml)       $8.60 
Rosedew Hand Lotion (50ml)       $4.40 
Talcum Powder (100g)        $8.10 
Roll on Deodorant (50ml)       $5.75 
Shampoo (125ml)        $5.00 
Beauty Soap – Single (100g)       $4.35 
Guest Soaps – Rose of Sharon (2x40g)      $7.05 
 
Toning Lotions: 
Skin Freshener (125ml)       $7.45 
Astringent (125ml)        $7.75 
 
Moisturisers: 
Azure Skin Beauty (125ml)       $11.30 
Golden Beauty (125ml)       $14.05 
 
Night Nourishing Cream: 
Skin Food (60g)        $16.95 
 
Liquid Make-Up and Compacts 
Liquid Make-up (Deep, Deep Natural, Light Natural, Medium) (30ml)  $8.95 
Compact Powder (Deep Natural, Medium Natural, Light Natural)  $9.60 
Compact Refill (Deep Natural, Medium Natural, Light Natural)   $6.40 

Perfumes and Fragrances 
Carmille French Extrait (15ml)       $39.60 
Eau de Cologne (30ml Atomiser)      $9.60 
Fragrance of Avila (30ml)       $13.95 
Fragrance of Avila (60ml Atomiser)      $21.30 
Therese (15ml)        $17.40 

Cardinal For Men 
After Shave (100ml)        $12.80 
Talcum Powder (100g)        $8.10 

Gift Sets 
Rosedew Hand Lotion & Talcum Powder     $17.05 
Golden Beauty & Talcum Powder      $20.25 
Cardinal After Shave & Talcum Powder      $21.30
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Title (print):    _________ 
Name (print):   __________________________________ 
Address (print):   __________________________________ 
      __________________________________ 
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State & Postcode (print): ______ ______ 
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Mobile Number:  _ _ _ _  _ _ _  _ _ _ 
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(please include your email if you would like to receive regular newsletters) 
 

Qty Title Price Total 
    

 

    
 

    
 

    
 

    
 

  Sub-Total  
Postage  

  Total Price  
 

Domestic Postage:   $5 first item, $2 for each subsequent item to a max of $11 for postage only.  
Orders over $100 postage free. 

International Postage:  Available on request 
 

Payment methods: 
Cheque (made out to Freedom Publishing) 
Credit Cards (MasterCard and Visa only) 
 

 

Card No:   __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ / __ __ __ __ 
   

Expiry Date:  __ __ / __ __ 
 

Name:   ________________________________________ 
   

Signature:  ________________________________________ 
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Freedom Publishing   orders@freedompublishing.com.au  03 9816 0899 
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BAYSWATER, VIC, 3153  www.freedompublishing.com.au  03 9720 5288 
 

All prices, photos and details are correct at time of printing, and include GST.  
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	Celebrating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of Bartholomew (Bob) Augustine Santamaria:
	B.A. Santamaria: Your Most Obedient Servant: Selected Letters 1938 – 1996
	ISBN: 978-0-52285-274-5     592 pages  HB  Was – $49.95
	Now – $45
	B.A. Santamaria: Running the Show: Selected Letters 1939 – 1996
	ISBN: 978-0-52285-497-8     520 pages   HB  Was – $59.95
	Now – $55

	The Complete Adventures of Blinky Bill
	Dorothy Wall

	A Complete Grimm's Fairy Tales
	Noel Daniel

	Illustrated Classics – Robinson Crusoe & Other Stories
	Various Authors

	Milly-Molly-Mandy Storybook
	Joyce Lankester Brisley

	A Bear Called Paddington (Gift Edition)
	Michael Bond

	Paddington At Large
	Michael Bond

	Paddington Helps Out
	Michael Bond

	Paddington on Top
	Michael Bond
	Mr. Nobody is completely see through. That's because he is a nobody.  Mr. Nobody meets Mr. Happy one day who starts to make Mr. Nobody feel like a somebody. Everybody's a somebody he tells him!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-447-0    36 pages     $4.95
	Mr. Messy really is very messy! But he doesn't mind at all. In fact, he rather likes it! He once had a bath but only made up for it the next day by getting even more untidy and messy!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-450-0    36 pages     $4.95
	Mr. Tall
	Roger Hargreaves
	Mr. Tall sometimes gets upset because his legs are so long! He towers far above all of his friends, sometimes he doesn't even see them!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-480-7    36 pages     $4.95
	Mr. Sneeze
	Roger Hargreaves
	Mr. Sneeze comes from a town called Coldland where it is very cold. Everyone there has a red nose! Even the cats and dogs! It's so cold! Mr. Sneeze just can't stop sneezing and sneezes about 250 times a day. Atishoo!!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-465-4    36 pages     $4.95
	Mr. Strong is extraordinarily strong! Almost like a super hero! But, he is very modest and doesn't always know his own strength!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-461-6    36 pages     $4.95
	Mr. Daydream
	Roger Hargreaves
	Mr. Daydream is always flying off into the clouds in search of an adventure on his big yellow bird. Maybe that's why he's shaped like a cloud!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-452-4    36 pages     $4.95
	Mr. Mischief
	Roger Hargreaves
	Mr. Mischief is always playing tricks on people! One day a wizard gives him a taste of his own medicine! Can you imagine what happens?
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-489-0    36 pages     $4.95
	Little Miss Fickle
	Roger Hargreaves
	Little Miss Fickle just can't make her mind up about anything! Little Miss Fickle isn't very good at making decisions at all, it takes her three days to decide if she wants sugar in her tea!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-433-3    32 pages     $4.95
	Little Miss Busy
	Roger Hargreaves
	Little Miss Busy is so busy that she gets up at 3am in the morning! A sleep in would be a nightmare for Little Miss Busy because there's just so much to do! Her favourite activities are housework, housework and more housework!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-413-5    32 pages     $4.95
	Little Miss Bossy
	Roger Hargreaves
	Little Miss Bossy is very bossy! She is often in the centre of things telling people what to do, and she doesn't always say it nicely. Some may call her rude, but she is just a complete bossy boots!
	ISBN: 978-1-40527-442-5    32 pages     $4.95
	Little Miss Sunshine
	Roger Hargreaves
	Little Miss Stubborn
	Roger Hargreaves
	A Passion for Justice: A Practical Guide to the Code of Canon Law
	G. J. Woodall
	This book seeks to root the Church's law in the values of the Gospel, in particular in the justice which should guide the lives of those called to follow Christ, and root it in the baptism by which they are incorporated into him and into his Church.
	ISBN: 978-0-85244-526-6     224 pages     Was – $50.95
	Now – $31


